
NICELY DONE.
Your new backdrop is here! With proper care, they can last a lifetime.
Here are a few pointers to keep them in tip-top shape.

CANVAS BACKDROP CARE TIPS. 
Unroll the backdrop with care on a 
flat surface. Avoid crumpling or 
folding as this can cause creases. 

Fix upright to a stand with clamps, Fix upright to a stand with clamps, 
or to a wall with tape. If fixing 
with tape, use low-tack tape on the 
white bordered area where possible. 
Always remove tape at the end of the 
shoot to avoid adhesive settling and 
lifting off the print.

Our canvas backdrops are designed for Our canvas backdrops are designed for 
minimal direct contact. If using for 
product shots, avoid heavy and sharp 
props. Place with care and never drag 
over the surface as to avoid scuffing 
or scratching off the print. Do not 
stand on it or use as a floor drop.

Keep rolled up or flat and out of Keep rolled up or flat and out of 
sunlight when not in use.

If the backdrop gets marked, lightly 
dampen a soft cloth and gently dab 
to clean. Do not rub, soak or use 
detergents as this will permanently 
remove the inks. 

Any minor creases should drop out Any minor creases should drop out 
naturally once the backdrop is hung. 
A warmer room helps accelerate this.

Stubborn creases can be ironed out Stubborn creases can be ironed out 
as a last resort. Cover the printed 
side with a clean towel and iron on 
a low setting. Short bursts of steam 
can be used if necessary. DO NOT 
iron either side uncovered as it 
will permanently warp the canvas.

Have fun experimenting & happy Have fun experimenting & happy 
snapping!

SOMETHING
NOT QUITE RIGHT?

SHARE YOUR SNAPS, 
GET REWARDED!

We love seeing our backdrops in 
action! Find out how you can get 
rewarded by sharing your snaps 
with your followers on Instagram. 
Just follow us, tag us in your 
best shot, then DM us:

/@photographybackdrop.club

DOA? It happens sometimes, 
despite our best efforts. :( 
If there’s anything wrong with 
your order at all, tell us, 
Matt or Tommy, right away so 
we can make things right:

photographybackdrop.club/care




